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We are Afghan college students and youth who started this journey in 2008.

The Afghan Peace Volunteers are a grassroots group of ordinary, multi-ethnic Afghans seeking a life of nonviolence, 
the unity of all people, equality, and self-reliance. We seek non-military solutions for Afghanistan and do not work 
for the benefit of any political group or religion.

We are ordinary Afghans who have built relationships with ordinary people in other parts of the world, including 
with international peace builders. Internationals have volunteered to organize groups to visit Afghanistan in 
bearing witness to the ground realities. Internationals have also used available resources and on-line tools to 
create person to person connections and opportunities for genuine education about Afghanistan and the world, 
in order to ‘awaken’ the world’s conscience about a true and humanitarian approach to the challenges facing our 
common humanity.

To date, through the Global Days of Listening program (www.globaldaysoflistening.org), the Afghan Youth Peace 
Volunteers have conversed and nurtured relationships with international friends from the the United States, 
Canada, Sweden, Australia, Singapore, Cambodia, Vietnam, Germany, Italy, South Sudan, South Africa, Rwanda, 
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Egypt, Israel/Palestine, Denmark, Poland, Czech Republic, France, Mexico, 
Pakistan, Iraq, Iran, India, and others.
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